
Learning from Data
Image Classification Experiments in 

Undergraduate Research



Image Dataset



Wilkes Pets

• 2000 anonymized jpg images from Veterinarian’s Electronic Medical Record
• Hand classified, face-detected, tagged with 144 distinct labels



Description





(Total # images: 2000)



Data Tags: breeds, nose color, ear types, long/short hair, ... 



Example: 

Image 288 is: (c) a cat, (2) with 2 eyes, (bo) of bombay breed, 
(k) with black nose, (s) with short snout, (t) with tongue visible, 
(U) with upright ears, (H) with short hair



Classification Projects

Prediction of:  
(a) animal species
(b) type of ears
(c) color of nose
(d) number of visible eyes
(e) ...

Wilkes students’ summer research results were presented at:

71st and 72nd Annual Eastern Colleges Science Conferences (2017, 2018)

The dataset has been actively used for CS 
coursework at Wilkes University



Commercial Results
Obtained May 2019
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Google Cloud Vision

• ID into Google’s 
Knowledge Graph
•English description
•Confidence score
•Topicality score

{ "1902f2--HpU": [
  { "mid": "/m/04rky",
      "description": "Mammal",
      "score": 0.989047825336,
      "topicality": 0.989047825336 },
  { "mid": "/m/09686",
      "description": "Vertebrate",
      "score": 0.985110402107,
      "topicality": 0.985110402107 },
  { "mid": "/m/01205h",
      "description": "Ferret",
      "score": 0.982233583927,
      "topicality": 0.982233583927 },
  { "mid": "/m/0148h8",
      "description": "Mink",
      "score": 0.949286401272,
      "topicality": 0.949286401272 }

cloud.google.com/vision



Amazon Rekognition

•Bounding box
•One or more tags
•Confidence for each

{ "1902f2--HpU": [
    {   "Confidence": 97.59681701660156,
        "Instances": [],
        "Name": "Mammal",
        "Parents": [
            { "Name": "Animal" }
        ]
    },
    {   "Confidence": 97.59681701660156,
        "Instances": [],
        "Name": "Ferret",
        "Parents": [
            { "Name": "Mammal" },
            { "Name": "Animal" }
        ]
    }

aws.amazon.com/rekognition



Clarifai Predict

•One or more labels
•Confidence for each

•Pre-trained model

{ "1902f2--HpU": [
  { "description": "mammal",
    "score": 0.971943974495 },
  { "description": "portrait",
    "score": 0.969598889351 },
  { "description": "cute",
    "score": 0.960092663765 },
  { "description": "one",
    "score": 0.950601220131 },
  { "description": "people",
    "score": 0.925206303596 },
  { "description": "indoors",
    "score": 0.911495923996 }
               ⋮
{ "description": "animal",
    "score": 0.800471782684 },
  { "description": "cat",
    "score": 0.792483091354 }

clarifai.com/developer/guide



Commercial Results
Cloud Vision: 99.6% Rekognition: 98.9% Clarifai: 50.7%



Live Session I
(pause video here)


